
REGULAR SALMETEROL IN CHRONIC ASTHMA: SERIOUS 
ADVERSE EVENTS 

An editorial by Kevin Weiss in the Annals of Internal Medicine(1) has warned against the use of 

long-acting beta2-agonists (with or without inhaled corticosteroids) as first line treatment in 

asthma, and especially not for people with mild asthma. He also suggests that it would be 

prudent to use long-acting beta2-agonists only when the prescriber is confident that the user 

will adhere to close monitoring and instructions to seek further care when asthma is out of 

control. 

This conclusion comes in response to a meta-analysis of GlaxoSmithKline trials in which regular 

salmeterol was given to people with asthma in combination with inhaled corticosteroids (2). 

We have published a Cochrane review(3) looking at all the trials in which salmeterol was 

compared to placebo or regular short-acting beta2-agonists, but where inhaled corticosteroids 

were not part of the randomised treatment. The findings of the review are explained in a 

podcast on the Cochrane Library site. The full text of the review is also available as a pdf file. 

There was a significant increase in serious adverse events of any cause when regular salmeterol 

was compared to placebo; whereas the placebo group suffered around 40 events for every 1000 

patients treated, this rose to 45 events with regular salmeterol (over a four to six month 

period).  See Figure below. 

By combining the data on asthma deaths from the two very large surveillance studies (4, 5) we 

found that those who were not taking inhaled corticosteroids when they were enrolled into the 

trial suffered around 12 extra asthma deaths with regular salmeterol, compared to around 2 

extra asthma deaths in those who were taking inhaled corticosteroids. However, this does not 

prove that inhaled corticosteroids abolish the risk with regular salmeterol, as the confidence 

interval included the possibility of a three-fold increase in asthma deaths even with inhaled 

corticosteroids were used. 

In a nutshell the conclusions that we came to are very similar to those of Kevin Weiss. The risks 

as well as the benefits of salmeterol should be considered when deciding whether long-acting 

beta2-agonists are to be used in chronic asthma. 

 

http://cochrane.org/podcasts/
http://www.nntonline.net/ebm/newsletter/2008/july/CD006363-Regular_treatment_with_salmeterol_for_chronic_asthma-serious_adverse_events.pdf
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